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s enterprise networks evolve and become increasingly complex, IT departments
require reliable and real-time diagnostics, network analysis and performance
monitoring to leverage existing security strategies and gain comprehensive visibility
into the root cause of network security events or slow performance to maintain IT
infrastructure health.
NetFlow passively collects metadata across distributed physical and virtual networks
from routers, switches, firewalls, taps and virtual machines. This information is a critical resource to ensuring top network performance and in detecting security issues.
This ebook covers eight ways companies can leverage the power of NetFlow to
achieve top-priority objectives, including:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Traffic Accounting
Performance Monitoring
Security Forensics
Data Retention Compliance
Anomaly Detection
End-Point Threat Detection
BYOD, Insider Threats, SCADA and the Internet of Things
Usage-Based Billing and Peering Analysis

NetFlow takes advantage of existing technology, including routers and switches, to
make it a cost-effective solution. IT staff can obtain the in-depth network visibility
and actionable insight required to troubleshoot a wide range of network and security
issues and to build pervasive 24x7x365 network monitoring in a cost-effective and
scalable way. Here are the eight keys to understanding the benefits of NetFlow to
increase efficiency and effectiveness of existing network security solutions and for
performance to ensure smooth network operation.
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Traffic
Accounting

NetFlow Auditor is a unique netflow analyzer that provides the visibility that
reduces the risks to business continuity associated with poor performance;
downtime and security threats.
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1. Traffic Accounting
From the large enterprise down to smaller companies, it’s essential to constantly keep
an eye on your network usage and traffic flow. NetFlow’s visibility capabilities ensure
that IT staff has comprehensive oversight on user activity, including the conversations
they’re having with whom and the duration. A NetFlow solution’s monitoring features
may include the ability to identify patterns in network behaviors, so it can “learn” to
predict anomalies in traffic.
NetFlow’s capability to provide network traffic accounting information can provide
multiple benefits helping IT departments to reduce IT costs by providing network
intelligence and by employing granular anomaly resolution with automated diagnostics assisting in mitigating severe threats.
NetFlow provides many features that boost IT productivity and reduce downtime such
as:

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Identify viruses, hacks, DNS, P2P and worms within traffic
flows and identify first occurrence
Manage and forecast network and application performance
issues in any sized environment
Understand bandwidth utilization and abuse to plan for
landscape changes and new solution implementations
Monitor and manage service level agreements
Enforce usage policies
Track and archive data necessary to comply with government
and/or industry regulatory schemes
Assess peering traffic
Planning and forecast capacity requirements
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2

PERFORMANCE
MONITORING

With NetFlow Auditor, network performance issues are easily resolved because
engineers are given in-depth visibility that enables troubleshooting – all the way
down the network to a specific user.
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2. Performance Monitoring
In today’s global marketplace there has never been more pressure on organizations
to reduce costs in order to be competitive. No longer can an organization afford to
ignore the ever-escalating costs associated with increasing complexity and the
lack of visibility of network traffic. Time is money! A great deal of time is spent
on painstaking and often unsuccessful searches for the causes of performance
and security incidents and monitoring inappropriate network use and risk.
Applications continue to grow in complexity and have ever increasing bandwidth.
Network infrastructure is growing and increasing in cost and complexity.
NetFlow can provide the visibility that reduces the risks to business continuity
associated with poor performance, downtime and security threats. As organizations
continue to rely more and more on computing power to run their business, transparency of business applications across the network and interactions with external
systems and users is critical and NetFlow monitoring simplifies detection, diagnosis,
and resolution of network issues.
Traditional SNMP tools are too limited in their collection capability and the data
extracted is very coarse and does not provide sufficient visibility. Packet capture tools
can extract high granularity from network traffic but are dedicated to a port mirror or
a per segment capture and are built for specialized short term captures rather than
long historical analyses as well as packet based analytics tools traditionally do not
provide the ability to perform forensic analysis of various sub-sections or aggregated
views and therefore also suffer from a lack of visibility and context.
By analyzing NetFlow data, a network engineer can discover the root cause of
congestion and find out the users, applications and protocols that are causing
interfaces to exceed utilization. They can determine the Type or Class of Service (QoS)
and group with application mapping such as Network Based Application Recognition
(NBAR) to identify the type of traffic such as when peer-to-peer traffic tries to hide
itself by using web services and so on.
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NetFlow allows granular and accurate traffic measurements as well as high-level
aggregated traffic collection that can assist in identifying excessive bandwidth
utilization or unexpected application traffic. NetFlow enables networks to perform
IP traffic flow analyses without deploying external probes, making traffic analytics
cheap to deploy even on large network environments.
Understanding the benefits of a properly managed network might be a cost that
hasn’t been considered by business managers. So what are the benefits of performance monitoring?

Avoiding Downtime
Service outages can cause simple frustrations such as issues when saving
opened files to a suddenly inaccessible server or cause delays to business
process can impact revenue. Downtime that affects customers can result
in negative customer experiences and lost revenue.

Network Speed
Slow network links cause severe user frustration that impacts productivity
and causes delays.

Scalability
As the business grows, the network needs to grow with it to support more
computing processes, employees and clients. As performance degrades, it
can be easy to set thresholds that show when, where and why the network is exceeding it’s capability. By having historical performance of the
network, it is very easy to see when or where it is being stretched too thin
or overwhelmed and to easily substantiate upgrades.
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Security
Security analytics is arguably the most important aspect of network
management, even though it might not be thought of as a performance
aspect. By monitoring NetFlow performance, it’s easy to see where the
most resources are being used. Many security attacks drain resources,
so if there are resource spikes in unusual areas it can point to a security
flaw. With advanced NetFlow diagnostics software, these issues can be
not only monitored, but also recorded and corrected.

Peering
NetFlow analytics allows organizations to embrace progressive IT trends
to analyze peering paths, or virtualized paths such as Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS), Virtual Local Area Networks (VLAN), make use of IPv6,
Next Hops, BGP, MAC Addresses or link internal IP’s to Network Address
Translated (NAT) IP addresses.

MPLS creates new challenges when it comes to network performance monitoring
and security with MPLS as communication can occur directly without passing through
an Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Organizations have two options to address the
issue: Implement a sensor or probe at each site, which is costly and fraught with
management hassles; or turn on NetFlow at each MPLS site and send MPLS flows to
a NetFlow collector that becomes a very cost-effective option because it can make
use of existing network infrastructure.
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With NetFlow, network performance issues are easily resolved because engineers
are given in-depth visibility that enables troubleshooting – all the way down the network to a specific user. The solution starts by presenting the interfaces being used.
An IT engineer can click on the interfaces to determine the root cause of a usage
spike, as well as the actual conversation and host pairs that are dominating bandwidth and the associated user information. Then, all it takes is a quick phone call to
the end-user, instructing them to shut down resource-hogging activities, as they’re
impairing network performance.
IT departments are tasked with responding to end-user complaints, which often
relate to network sluggishness. However, many times an end-user’s experience has
more to do with an application or server failing to respond within the expected time
period that can point to a Latency, Quality of Service (QoS) or server issue.
Traffic Latency can be analyzed if supported in the NetFlow version. Statistics such as
Round Trip Time (RTT) and Server Response Time (SRT) can be diagnosed to identify
whether a network problem is due to an application or service experiencing slow
response times.
Baselines of RTT and SRT can be learned to determine whether response time is
consistent or is spiking over a time period. By observing the Latency over time alarms
can be generated when Latency increases above the normal threshold.
TCP Congestion flags can also serve as an early warning system where Latency is
unavailable.
NetFlow application performance monitoring provides the context around an event
or anomaly within a host to quickly identify the root cause of issues and improve
Mean Time To Know (MTTK) and Mean Time To Repair (MTTR).
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3

Security
Forensics

The ability for NetFlow Auditor to capture granular traffic over a long term
provides complete network visibility and enables customers to identify spurious
traffic.
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3. Security Forensics
An organization’s network and security teams are faced with
increasing complexities, including network convergence,
increased data and flow volumes, intensifying security
threats, government compliance issues, rising costs and
network performance demands. Plus, larger networks
involve enormous amounts of data, into which the incident
teams must have a high degree of visibility for analysis
and reporting purposes. With network visibility and traceability also top priorities, companies must look to security
forensics to gain insight and uncover issues. The speed with
which an organization can identify, diagnose, analyze, and
respond to an incident will limit the damage and lower the
cost of recovery.
Analysts are better positioned to mitigate risk to the
network and its data through security forensics applied
at the granular level. Only with sufficient granularity and
historic visibility can the risk of an anomaly be properly
diagnosed and mitigated. Doing so helps staff identify
breaches that occur in real-time, as well as data leaks that
take place over a prolonged period. Many network and security professionals assume that they can simply analyze data
captured using their standard security devices like firewalls
and intrusion detection systems, however they quickly
discover their limitations as these devices are not designed
for and cannot record and report on every transaction due
to lack of granularity, scalability and historic data retention
making old fashioned forensic reporting expensive and
impractical.
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With network visibility and
traceability also top priorities,
companies must look to security forensics to gain insight and
uncover issues.

Only with sufficient granularity
and historic visibility can the
risk of an anomaly be properly
diagnosed and mitigated.
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NetFlow is an analytics software technology that enables IT departments to
accurately audit network data to enhance network security and performance. Using
a well-designed NetFlow Forensic tool it should include powerful features that can
allow for:

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Micro-level data recording to assist in identification of real-time
breaches and data leaks
Event notifications and alerts for network administrators when
irregular traffic movements are detected
Tools that highlight trends and set baselines, so IT staff can
provision services accordingly
Capture highly granular traffic over time to enable complete
network visibility
24-7 automation, flexible reporting processes to deliver usable
business intelligence and security forensics specifically for those
analyses that can take a long time to produce

Forensic analysts require both high-level and detailed visibility through aggregating,
division and drilldown algorithms such as:

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Deviation / Outlier analysis
Bi-directional analysis
Cross section analysis
Dissemination analysis
Custom Group analysis

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Baselining analysis
Percentile analysis
QoS analysis
Packet Size analysis
Count analysis

Further when integrated with a visual analytics process will enable additional insights
to the forensic professional when analyzing subsets of the flow data surrounding an
event.
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4

Data
Retention
Compliance

Real-Time data is stored down to the minute for as long as disk space will allow.
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4. Data Retention Compliance
Government and industry regulations and enforcement are becoming increasingly stringent. Compliance in IT is not new and laws regulating how organizations
should manage their customer data exist such as: HIPPA, PCI, SCADA and Network
transaction logging has begun to be required of business. Insurance companies
are gearing up to qualify businesses by the information they retain to protect their
services and customer information.
Most recently many countries have begun to implement Mandatory Data Retention
laws for telecom service providers. Internet and managed service providers and large
organizations must take proper precautions to remain in compliance. Heavy fines,
license and certification issues and other penalties can result from non-compliance
with mandatory data retention requirements.
Although there are different laws governing different countries the main requirement is to maintain sufficient information at a granular level in order to assist
governments in finding bad actors such as terrorists, corporate espionage,
ransom-ware and pedophiles. In some countries this means that telcos are required to keep data of the IP addresses users connect to, for up to 10 weeks and in
others just the totals of subscriber usage for each IP used for up to 2 years. Although
information remains local to each country and governed by relevant privacy laws, the
benefits to law enforcement in the future will eventually provide the ability to have
the visibility to track relayed data such as communications used by Tor Browsers,
Onion routers and Freenet beyond their relay and exit nodes.
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An important cost to consider in compliance is the ease of
data reporting when requested by government or corporate compliance teams to produce information for a specific
IPv4 or IPv6 address. If the data is stored in a data-warehouse that is difficult to filter this may cause the service
provider to incur penalties or be seen to be non-complying.
Flexible filtering and automated reporting in a NetFlow tool
is therefore critical to produce the forensics required for the
compliance in a timely and cost effective manner.

NetFlow solutions are cheap to
deploy and are not required to
be deployed at every interface
such as a packet analyzer and
can use the existing router.

NetFlow solutions are cheap to deploy and are not required
to be deployed at every interface such as a packet analyzer
and can use the existing router, switch or firewall investment
to provide continuous network monitoring across the enterprise, providing the service provider or organization with
powerful tools for data retention compliance. Care must
be taken to ensure that the NetFlow solution includes the
ability to capture and report on both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses and any Network Address Translation (NAT) that may
occur as well as service identifiers such as MAC Addresses,
MPLS and VLANS and VPNs.
NetFlow technology if sufficiently scalable, granular and
flexible can deliver on the visibility, accountability and
measurability required for data retention because it can
include features that:
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Capture and archive flows for complete data retention compliance
Deliver the data IT staff needs to engage in in-depth forensic analysis
related to security events and official requests
Seamlessly extend network and security monitoring to virtual
environments
Supply a real-time look at network and host-based activities down
to the individual user and device
Assess and enhance the efficacy of traditional security controls
already in place, including firewalls and intrusion detection systems
Increase user accountability for introducing security risks that
impact the entire network
Assist IT departments in maintaining network up-time and
performance, including mission critical applications and software
necessary to business process integrity
Track, measure and prioritize network risks to reduce Mean Time
to Know (MTTK) and Mean Time to Repair or Resolve (MTTR)

Compared to other analysis solutions, NetFlow can fill in the gaps where other technologies cannot deliver. A well-architected NetFlow solution can provide a comprehensive landscape of tools to help business and service providers to achieve and
maintain data retention compliance for a wide range of government and industry
regulations.
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5

Anomaly
Detection

NetFlow Auditor’s sophisticated behavior-based anomaly detection technology
learns what’s normal on your network for every hour and weekday and detects
any activity that deviates from normal baselines.
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5. Anomaly Detection
The growing complexity of the IT infrastructure is the major challenge faced by existing network security tools. Security professionals are forced to deal with many alerts
that could be indicative of a potential threat to the organization.
As it generally applies to your network, anomaly detection is how an auditing
solution employs machine learning to build a data set of baseline fingerprints of what
should be normal on your network and uses predictive analysis to identify items,
events or activities that do not conform to the expected traffic patterns enabling
highly accurate identification of all types of traffic issues from large-scale attacks to
obscure data leakages.
Anomalies can be indicative of an infrastructure defect that manifests itself such as
a faulty network card or a change in unexpected bursts of activity for example an
attack or intrusion upon your network which can involve several – even thousands –
of unique IP addresses such as a Distributed Denial of Service Attack (DDoS).
Left undetected and unresolved, these anomalies can prevent intended users from
accessing the services impacting the organizations reputation and earnings. Therefore, companies must implement solutions that enable early detection of these
anomalies to maintain the integrity of the network and related business systems.
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As many different kinds of anomalies can occur with unique
characteristics and signatures network security and performance analysts must have automated diagnostic capabilities to qualify and filter the severity of an anomaly coupled
with comprehensive visibility into the network and data
metrics in order to assess risk. Automated diagnostics and
mitigation also makes it more expensive for hackers to do
damage.

NetFlow tools that have the
granularity and scalability can
provide various anomaly detection methodologies to ensure
that the proper individuals are
alerted to events.

System-driven, powerful tools are required for NetFlow
anomaly detection and baselining identification and automated diagnostics are required to provide quality and
relevant security intelligence and forensics to substantially reduce the time taken to detect and respond to cyberattacks, insider threats and properly assess risk or damage.
NetFlow tools that have the granularity and scalability
can provide various anomaly detection methodologies to
ensure that the proper individuals are alerted to events and
who can take action quickly to identify and mitigate DDoS
attacks, identify malicious activity such as p2p users, crawlers and sweepers qualifying threat levels and repeat offenders and identifying network bottlenecks and where viable
automatically mitigating other malicious network activity.
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6

End-Point
Threat
Detection

In complex data-centers and virtualized or distributed environments it is critical
to choose a NetFlow solution that is scalable, flexible and granular and provides
intelligent alerts to allow you take control of your entire ICT environment.
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6. End-Point Threat Detection
Real-time monitoring and recording of every endpoint and server provides customers with real-time visibility, detection and forensics capabilities. These functions
address a critical need, as most companies are completely blind to the reputation of
their endpoints and the risk to their servers. As a result, security leaders must adopt
detection capabilities to monitor endpoints for advanced threats as part of their
defense-in-depth security posture.
As with anomaly detection, NetFlow based end-point threat detection requires high
granularity for full network visibility and be able to scale to pinpoint bad actors out of
a sea of network traffic and where practical automatically mitigate the risk of communicating with the end-point. Analysts must be able to discover, manage and control
the devices that request network access in order to act upon threats. NetFlow based
solutions can provide this visibility and context, by identifying unusual activity and
logging and where necessary and capable blocking communications between the host
and the end-point. Once detected comparisons can be made between the collected
network data to provide situational assessment, including:

✔
✔
✔

Identification of the targeted end-point device
Identification of the affected end user
Establishment of context surrounding the affected user activity
and interaction with the low reputation end-point in question
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NetFlow end-point threat detection tools can ensure that
any efforts are highly targeted making use of data from
global honeypots and automated data-mining processes
to identify end-points of low reputation and the users and
systems conversing with them in real-time such as botnets,
known hackers, malware, illicit traffic, p2p sharing, and
other bad actors that would be otherwise undetectable with
conventional behavior anomaly detection methods.

In addition, these solutions
work with your existing routers
and switches, essentially converting them into surveillance
points, without the need to invest in expensive, cumbersome
probes.

This requires end-point data to be timely and accurate
and the NetFlow correlation engine to be precise and the
information stored at sufficient granularity to provide full
context of other related traffic and risk. This accuracy and
precision will result into substantially reduced costs as
Computer Security Incident Response Teams (CSIRT) are
able to eliminate threats faster.
NetFlow end-point threat detection tools can reduce Mean
Time to Know (MTTK), which in turn shrinks Mean Time to
Repair and Resolve (MTTR) for organizations with mission
critical requirements. In addition, these solutions work with
your existing routers and switches, essentially converting
them into surveillance points, without the need to invest in
expensive, cumbersome probes.
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7

BYOD, INSIDER
THREATS, SCADA & the
Internet of Things

Threats to IT infrastructure security don’t just come from your network; they
can also invade your organization through compromised devices or malicious
employees.
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7. BYOD, INSIDER THREATS, SCADA & the Internet of Things
Threats to IT infrastructure security don’t just come from your network; they can also
invade your organization through compromised devices such as a user’s PC, laptop,
smartphone or tablet. In more specialized industries, these devices may be seemingly innocuous devices such as a barcode scanner, point-of-sale (POS) system or other
input device.
Company data may be accessible by insiders who have an inappropriate agenda.
These are employee’s with legitimate access or employees who hack systems from
within the trusted network who may be seeking to steal data or damage systems
for personal gain or for corporate espionage such as a “spy” seeking information in
order to benefit another organization or country.
SCADA and PCS systems have also become increasingly networked and linked via
remote access and to other control systems making them increasingly vulnerable
to external abuse like sabotage and terrorist attacks or viruses. Even if a security
incident occurred, it would most probably be completely undetected because the
lack of logging and the complexity of the network and the amount of traffic to
analyze creates a complete lack of visibility that impacts the ability to control and
monitor access to these systems.
An organization’s network perimeter and security integrity must be able to withstand
the increased use of these devices – particularly mobile technology.
Companies must implement granular NetFlow monitoring solutions with easy reporting and alerting mechanisms coupled with approaches that require end-point
devices to comply with security rules before they are granted access to the network
and database.
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8

Usage-Based
Billing and
Peering Analysis

NetFlow Auditor is the ideal technology for usage-based billing because it allows
for the capture of all transactional information pertaining to the usage and
NetFlow Auditor provides additional smarts to assist in the counting, allocation
and substantiation of data usage.
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8. Usage-Based Billing and Peering Analysis
Usage-based billing refers to the methods of calculating and passing back the costs
of running a network to the consumers of data that occur through the network. Both
Internet Service Providers (ISP) and Corporations have a need for Usage-based billing
with different billing models. NetFlow is the ideal technology for usage-based billing
because it allows for the capture of all transactional information pertaining to the
usage and some smart NetFlow technologies already exist to assist in the counting,
allocation and substantiation of data usage.
Advances in telecommunication technology have enabled ISPs to offer more convenient, streamlined billing options to customers based on bandwidth usage. One
billing model used most commonly by ISPs in the USA is known as 95th percentile.
The ISP filters the samples and disregards the highest 5% in order to establish the bill
amount. This is an advantage to data consumers who have bursts of traffic because
they’re not financially penalized for exceeding a traffic threshold for brief periods
of time. The solution measures traffic employing a five-minute granularity standard
typically over the course of a month. The disadvantage of 95th percentile model is
that its not sustainable business model as data continues to become a utility like
electricity.
A second approach is a utility-based metered billing model that involves retaining a
tally of all bytes consumed by a customer with some knowledge of data path to allow
for premium or free traffic plans. Metered Internet usage is used in countries like
Australia and most recently Canada who have nationally moved away from a 95th
percentile model. This approach is also very popular in corporations whose business
units share common network infrastructure and who are unwilling to accept “per
user” cost, but rather a real consumption based cost.
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Benefits of usage-based billing are:

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Improved transparency about cost of services
Costs feed back to the originator
Raised cost sensitivity
Good basis for active cost management
Basis for Internal and external benchmarking
Clear substantiation to increase bandwidth costs
Shared infrastructure costs can also be based on consumption
Network performance improvements

For corporations usage-based billing enables the IT department to become a shared
service and viewed as a profit center rather than a cost center. It can become viewed
as something that’s a benefit and a catalyst for business growth rather than a necessary but expensive line item in the budget.
For ISPs in the USA there is no doubt that a utility-based costs per byte model will
continually be contentious as video and TV over the Internet usage increases. In other regions new business models that include packaging of video over “free zones”
services have become popular meaning that the cost of premium content provision
has fallen onto the content provider making utility billing viable in the USA.
NetFlow tools can include methods for building billing reports and offer variety of usage-based billing model calculations. Some NetFlow tools even include an API to allow the chart-of-accounts to be retained and driven from traditional accounting systems using the NetFlow system to focus on the tallying. Grouping algorithms should
be flexible within the solution to allow for grouping of all different variables such
as interfaces, applications, Quality of Service (QoS), MAC Addresses, MPLS and IP
groups. For ISPs and large corporations Asynchronous Network Numbers (ASN) also
allow for analysis of data-paths allowing sensible negotiations with Peering partners
and Content partners.
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CONCLUSION
Network management and security teams must be
constantly vigilant to identify and resolve the mass amount
of threats and issues their networks face. Traditional
snmp polling, packet analysis, post log analysis and even
unscalable NetFlow solutions and tools are not sufficient
to address many of these issues, as they leave behind
gaps that must be filled to ensure optimum performance
and security levels.
It’s important to recognize that not all NetFlow tools were
created to scale or can provide the benefits opportunities and cost savings that NetFlow data can provide. Most
NetFlow solutions available today can only provide very
limited Performance Analysis and many flow tools are
limited in their ability to archive flow data. Archiving is not
the same as collection and many vendors make misleading
flows per second claims based on ability to collect rather
than ability to archive. Flows-per-second is a flawed way to
measure a flow collector’s scalability and capability. There
are however some powerful NetFlow solutions that were
specifically engineered to scale to provide the granularity,
scalability and flexibility to eliminate the blindspots and
provide real and scalable business benefits as described
in this ebook.
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NetFlow used appropriately can provide comprehensive
visibility and coverage to resolve an array of network
challenges and threats. Flow-based monitoring tools
ensure top performance and security levels, with operational insight that helps IT professionals reduce Mean Time
To Resolution (MTTR) and Mean Time To Know (MTTK). A
NetFlow solution delivers at a lower cost when compared
to other network monitoring solutions because it overlays
upon existing infrastructure. NetFlow is used by a wide
array of companies in such industries as councils, utilities,
banks, education institutions, telcos and managed services.
NetFlow allows companies to make more informed
decisions, thereby avoiding expensive outages and downtime. NetFlow auditing solutions takes the extra step to
make life far easier for the network and security professional with smart alerts, actionable network intelligence,
scalability and automated diagnostics and mitigation for a
complete technology package.
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